
WORKING IN PROJECTED CONSCIOUSNESS TO LOVE AND HEAL 
THE ELEMENTAL KINGDOM 

(Excerpt from “Ascended Master Love and Truth,” Volume 2, page 183-85) 

Kwan Yin ‘s experiments with a group of Chelas April 4, 1954 in New York, 
performing a visualization through Lower Manhattan and the New York 
Harbor, blessing the elementals with their friendship and love.  

“Now I want you to look for a moment at the rivers that are around your island.   
The Harlem, River, East River, and the Great Hudson are the water elements, 
which represent the Feeling world.  Do you know that the water element and the 
Feeling World of Mankind must be brought into much greater Harmony for the 
protection of the millions of people that live within the compass of this small 
island?   

Let us visualize them tonight in Deep, Deep Purple Fire.  Let us bless those water 
elements with all the Energy and Love of Our hearts. If you were awakened in the 
night, could you hold back the water to hold the city?  That is the Power and 
Intensity that I wish you to put into your Blessing tonight, so that all the water that 
surrounds your island knows you and is a friend, and at a moment’s notice, you can 
command it to be still.  Will you send your Love to that water element?  So much 
of that water element is despoiled in your City, and Beloved Lord Neptune Blesses 
your City with just one rainfall.    

Will you send your Love to the Beloved Spirits of the Air in your City?  Their 
Great Focus is in Your Central Park which enables the Beloved Sylphs to flood 
forth—North, South, East, and West—to keep your atmosphere clear. 

 Will you send your Love to the Earth, Mighty Virgo and the Spirits of the 
Earth beneath your city with all the Power and intensity in your Command? Send 
your Love to the Fire Element, the Salamanders, and all that is done in 
Purification.  There is a great reason tonight for our blessing these Four Kingdoms. 

(at this moment, Kwan Yin asks Frances Ekey (group leader of the Philadelphia 
Group in the 1950’s)  to lead the group in song to the Four Elements) 

Thus, must some among you show an interest, love, and personal devotion to these 
Spirits of the Elements.  For at the last moment, it is too late.  It is while you yet 
enjoy Vitality and Fire that you build a Momentum that sustains it.  When your last 
dollar is spent, that is not the time to start your momentum on supply.  Because the 



fear and depression which comes with lack has made you negative.  It is while you 
are abundantly supplied that you build that Power, and while you are in the Peace 
and Tranquility of your association with each other in this magnificent, protected 
room.  NOW, is the time to build your Friendship with the Kingdom of Air, your 
friendship with the Water Element, your Friendship with the Earth beneath your 
feet, and your Friendship with Brother Fire—not the time of the holocaust or the 
time of an earthquake, when the fear of the masses will throw your energies into 
confusion, unless you have a momentum already built, and an assurance which 
comes from knowing a Friend…In your life you have been fortunate if you have 
had one Friend upon whom you could rely.  Someone in any crisis who would give 
understanding, cooperation, and support. That is the type of Friendship that I want 
you to develop with the Elemental Kingdom.  Then no matter what the 
manifestation might be, you can say” Brother Air is my Friend, the Sea is my 
friend, and the Earth is my Friend.” And not say it with the head or with the lips, 
but with the HEART.  One man or woman with that Power of Mastery could 
protect millions in your city.” 


